THE “MASTER” DJWHAL KHUL
Hopefully this article, if it hasn’t happened already, will shock you into reality and ask
what the hell, pun intended, is really going on around here? The most direct link of
“him” to the Angel of Light, whom God, the real One, calls Satan in His Book, is
Lucifer’s Publishing Company (now Lucis Trust) over at the UN-dead. As copiously
discussed on this web site and in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” this “NGO” (nongovernmental agency) was begun by “New” Age guru Alice Bailey of the “New” Age
trifecta of Bailey/Helana Blavatsky/Margret Sanger. Recall all three served as
inspirations to a certain Nazi corporal turned genocidal dictator who EMPLOYED
without any doubt the practice of “race hygiene”. Now remember Lucifer’s Publishing
Company is still operational today over at the UN-dead (yours truly is even on its mailing
list) and still regards this so-called “Tibetan” as its spiritual inspiration. Now remember,
this isn’t a bunch of Mother Earth Gaia types circle dancing out in the trees somewhere;
as discussed in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” many influential types pass through this
place.
As I asked, what the hell, pun intended, is really going on around here?
This “Ascended Master” from the “Cosmos” (or “Kosmos” for the UN-dead) is
apparently more popular with both the “New” Agers AND our Illuminati criminal
masters than you’re run of the mill “pilgrim” from the “imbecile majority” would like to
think. Let’s start with “the religion of peace”. What really tipped this “conspiracy
theorist” off was the book “Why I Left Jihad” where ex-PLO terrorist Walid Shoebat
indicates that the name of the Muslim’s Messiah and Savior (or Mahdi) as “Djaal”. As
you may know this is the same “guy” who nut-job Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad believes will come back to save the (Muslim) world once the utter
destruction of God’s, the real One’s, chosen people of Israel are wiped off the map. Who
starts this genocidal conflagration? The Iranian nut-job himself of course; with some
assistance from Mother Russia and China by the way (can you see Revelation 17 and 18
coming together here?). Essentially, this “guy” is the Muslim’s answer to Jesus Christ,
the real One. Now you may ask well what’s the difference between “Djaal” and Jesus
Christ, the real One as both are predicted to bring utter destruction?
The
INSURMOUNTABLE difference is that Jesus Christ, the real One, is God, the real One,
in the flesh and is acting on His own on our behalf. Essentially He created us along
with the Universe and He knows when the show must definitely NOT go on.
NOWHERE does He demand that we humans kill the “infidels” with our own two hands
on our own (There are many Old Testament accounts of violence against the enemies of
Israel but God, the real One, was directly behind it). Yet this is exactly what the Koran
demands; you humans start World War III by vaporizing an entire country and I, “Djaal”,
will show up to save you guys (chuckle, chuckle).
Can you see the subtle yet stark contrast here?
If the aforementioned wasn’t enough to convince you keep reading.

The concept of common alphabetic and grammatical origins of many human lingual and
writing systems is discussed copiously by “New” Age guru William Henry and others.
We can see some of this commonality with the Latin language that serves as the
foundation of Spanish, French, Italian and English. There are many examples of this
concept in all languages. For example Sun and Son are similar sounding and reference
both the Son of God and the Sun as in the “sun-center” of the Circle of Zodiac. This in
turn is “Christ-Apollo” who traces back to the Sun god Ra and “Light” and
“ILLUMINATION” (Don’t forget that image on top of the New Age page on this web
site). And you thought the concept of a sun God was just for the Ancients and not our
true ILLUMANATI criminal masters not to mention the other “New” Agers. Isn’t this
fun? Another example would be Apollo itself. In our modern English language it’s
“Apollo” (like the space craft) and in the Ancient Greek it’s “Appollyon” as seen in the
Book of Revelation:
And they had a king over them, which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose
name in the Hebrew tongue is Abaddon but in the Greek tongue hath his name
Apollyon. (Verse 9:11)
Another example of this phonetic similarity is the underworld of the Greek gods is a
place known as “Tartarus” the root of “tortoise” or turtle. The American Indian name for
a similar place was “Turtle Island”. Continuing the word “tula” in Greek is the name of
the central point of their heaven. In Jewish Alchemy (their version of the “sacred
science”) “teli” is the connecting link between Heaven and Earth and in modern English
we have “telescope”, an instrument utilized for observing the heavens or “cosmos”
(remember Master DK is an Ascended Master or COSMIC Messenger). There are
copious more examples of these root similarities and derivations but for now the concept
has been established.
So we have “Djaal” that is very similar to “Djwhal”. Well besides the obvious sound and
spelling similarity the expected return date of “Djaal” is the….spring equinox. If you’ve
not read the links “Beware the environmental movement, beware the environmental
movement”,
“322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos” and “322
supplementary information” on the New Age page now would be a good time to take a
step back before proceeding. In a nutshell, no pun intended, the spring equinox ties
directly into the “New” Age/eco wackos AND the Rosicrucians/Freemasonry/Illuminati
complex as thoroughly discussed. And now we can apparently connect the Muslim
“Mahdi” or savior, Djaal into the mix as well. And what did we just get done discussing
on the main Mystery, Babylon page Section IV? “Inter-religious” dialog between the
sun-god worshipping Catholic Pope and the moon god lunar (lunatic?) worshipping
“religion of peace” with the New York City UN-dead and American social gospel fools
like Rick Warren thrown into the mix. Don’t worry folks, Rick’s on the scene, he’ll be
praying for “Christian” yet anti-alive babies and COMMUNIST Barak Obabama as he
swears in our impending (illegal) Rockefeller/Brzezinski lap dog gang banker
“President”.
Oh the “New” Age, One world (fake) religion joy.

Hold on my friends this whole thing only gets more bizarre as it ties even more closely to
the aforementioned “New” Age/eco wackos AND Freemason/Illuminati/et. al. complex.
A simple Google search of “Djwhal Khul” turns up all kinds of fun stuff including
numerous books authored by “him” on Amazon.com. No kidding; try it yourself.
Anyway, what’s really interesting or more aptly disturbing is the Wikipedia page for this
“Djwhal Khul” (They actually spell it Djwal leaving out the h indicating the slight
spelling variations that can happen with this name and other words as discussed). First
they tie “him” in with the “New” Age Madame, Helana Blavatsky (who was thoroughly
covered in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and has her own link in this related links
series). According to Wikipedia, Blavatsky relied more on her “Tibetan Master” Koot
Hoomi (KH). Need I remind anybody that these channeled things (KH and DK) inspired
two of the “New” Age lovelies that would serve as inspiration to not only a certain
Bohemian Corporal turned Nazi race hygienist but many Communist/world elite types
AND many over at the UN-dead? Now what’s more disturbing, if that’s possible, is that
Ms. Bailey referred to the upcoming “New” Age that would see the return of “the Christ”
and “the Masters” is…are you ready….the Age of Aquarius. Again we’ve essentially
tied “DK” to our population control friends like Hitler and the Communists now “he”
apparently has an “in” with the Age of Aquarius “New” Age Mother Earth eco wacko
(population control) loons. Now go back to the “New” Age page. Remember the
passage where it mentions Al Gore, the god of the current crop of global warming
(climate change?) eco wackos coming out to the song “Age of Aquarius” at the
Democratic National Convention?
And the Woodstock Concert in August 1969 was
described as an "Aquarian Exposition”. Now Ms. Bailey and “DK” refer constantly to
someone called “the Christ” in their copious books (that were covered extensively in
“The THEorY of LIVEvolution”). The following is directly off the Wikipedia biography
for Djwal Khul (I realize that many are critical of the reliability of that web site but this
passage corroborates what I found to be true as documented in “The THEorY of
LIVEvolution”):
The teachings of Djwal Khul, as conveyed through Bailey's many books in his
name, stirred controversy with various statements about nationalism, race
relations, American isolationism, Soviet totalitarianism, fascism, Nazism, and
Zionism. The books include content critical of people of African descent, the
Jewish people, and the religions of Judaism and orthodox Christianity. Some
authors have described elements of these writings as racist, and antisemitic. (1)
Now I’m pretty sure that Jesus Christ, the real One, would not be an advocate for Nazism
and Communism like this pair (Master DK and Ms. Bailey). Therefore, if one takes the
Bible seriously (as Section 1 on this website home page says you should) that kind of
narrows the field down to a certain “Angel of Light” or “anti-Christ”.
THEY do indeed LIVE. UH OH.
Oh the “New” Age of Aquarius joy.

Before it gets “better” may I suggest you take up God, the real One, on His simple
salvation plan on the home page.
Now another name that pops out on the Djwal Khul biography on Wikipedia, is that of
another “New” Age loon in the loon state of California, Elizabeth Clare Prophet. Very
briefly she also channeled a certain RC Christian, whose name is all over this whole
discussion not the least of which are the Rosicrucians and the Georgia Guidestones. RC
Christian was (is?) an Ascended Master who was covered extensively in “The THEorY
of LIVEvolution”. Apparently Ms. Prophet also had “contact” with “DK” and “he” told
her that one of the three wise men (the Bible never gives the number of wise men by the
way) that visited Jesus Christ, the real One, when He was a toddler was Caspar, an
incarnation of “DK”. Now when I was a youngster in the seventies Caspar was a popular
and “friendly ghost” second in fame to Bugs Bunny himself. Now many “conspiracy
theorists” claim that many of the characters that are thrown at kids today like Harry
Potter (and the SORCERS STONE) are rooted in the occult. Perhaps this type of thing
aimed at the American youth started decades ago.
Like I said, what the hell, pun intended, is going on around here? And we’re not even
done yet.
A recent Google search of “Djaal” turned up something that caught my third Illuminated
eye of Osiris, the name “Djall”. Now we’ve already discussed the concept of similar
sounding names and spellings so this slight difference in spelling and similarity in sound
is in all likelihood pointing to the same “Ascended Master”. There is a one-sentence
summary of Djall as “an Albanian god of evil and death”. “He” is also known as Dreqi,
reinforcing the aforementioned concept of varied spelling of various people, entities,
concepts, etc. as they pass through time and different cultures. What are even more
disturbing are the root words of this name, Latin “draco” and Romanian “Dracul”. One
can immediately see the word “Dracula” here. Now when yours truly went through two
books in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” of the aforementioned Elizabeth Clare Prophet
where she channeled RC Christian it was noted that “he” referred to himself at times as
“the Count”. And one of the places “the Count” frequented was….Transylvania. So
yes, “the Count” likes to hang out in Transylvania and there’s a direct link between “him”
and “Dracula” and the “Angel of Light”. Ummm.
Many researchers of history and other subjects admit they have a hard time discerning the
marred line between legend and reality when it comes to studying things like the gods of
the Ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans. In the book “The Nephilim and the Pyramid
of the Apocalypse” Christian author Patrick Heron makes a similar argument that this
“conspiracy theorist” made before on Mystery, Babylon Section II. That is all these
“Ascended Masters” and associated “Cosmic Messengers” (Kosmic for the UN-dead) are
the modern manifestation of the demonic half human/ half fallen angel crowd (i.e., the
Nephilim) from the days of “ Legendary” Atlantis before the Flood and Nimrod’s
Babylon after the Flood as described in Genesis 6. Mr. Heron explains the Greek word
“draco” and its tie in with the stars (i.e., the Cosmos or Kosmos) and a certain Great

Pyramid that is represented by a couple of pictures on the top of the home page of this
web site:
It has already been established that the descending shafts in the Great
Pyramid of Giza align with four distinct stars at certain times. The north shaft
from the King’s Chamber aligns with Alpha Draconis while the south shaft from
the King’s Chamber aligns with Zeta Orionis. The north shaft from the Queen’s
Chamber aligns with Beta Ursa Minor and the south shaft from the same chamber
aligns with Sirius.
While no direct connection has yet been discovered for Beta Ursa Minor
which connect us with an Ancient Egyptian god, we have definite associations for
the other three. Sirius is the celestial counterpart of the goddess Isis and is
identified with her. Zeta Orionis is the brightest and lowest star in Orion’s belt
and is associated with Osiris…Could Orion, the great hunter of Greek mythology,
be Osiris who reigned a short distance away?
In “The THEory of LIVEvolutoin” Isis and Osiris were covered extensively. Very
briefly, Isis is associated with all kinds of feminine traits including healing, motherhood
and whoredom. “She” manifested in all kinds of goddesses through ages including the
Catholic’s blasphemous Mary, Queen of Heaven and Mother of God and the eco wackos’
modern day “Earth Mother”. Osiris, her murdered husband/brother, was revived upon
his death and resides in the underworld and runs the show from down there. In a
nutshell, no pun intended, these two represent ying/yang of the eastern religions and
male/female of the “New” Agers in the west. The discover of the knowledge and wisdom
or ILLUMINATION of Osiris is associated with a certain ILLUMINATED eye that
appears above a certain Great Seal on “your” “Federal” “Reserve” Note (again, on top of
the home page here). Let’s return to Mr. Herron’s very relevant discussion on this
matter:
So here we have two more gods of the primeval gods of prehistory, Osiris
and Isis, associated with, and named after, prominent stars. But what Alpha
Draconis?
Draco is the third constellation in the sign of Sagittarius and is in the
northern sky. The brightest star in it is called Thuban, which means “the Subtle”.
“Draco” means “the Dragon” and is depicted in the pictures of the planisphere of
the heavens as a serpent. Draco was the pole star in 2170 BC. In many places in
both the Old Testament Scriptures and in the Apocalypse, the dragon is directly
associated with Satan. So here in this so-called star shaft of the King’s Chamber
we have a direct link with Draco, who is the dragon, who is the serpent or Satan,
who is the devil, who is more subtle than any beast of the field. (2)
So we have another link to Satan tied in with this whole chain of the Great Pyramids of
the Ancient Egyptians, “Legendary” Atlantis, the “New Age/eco wacko complex, the
Illuminati/Freemason/gang banker cabal, Djwhal Khul, the Cosmos/Kosmos, Sun
god/Lunar worship, the UN-dead, the Angel of Light, etc. etc. For a review and a very

helpful visual on this concept go back and check out this “conspiracy theorist’s” Circle of
Life on the New Age page.
Uh oh.
So just how popular is our “friend” DK, the Tibetan? Very popular, I’m afraid. As
covered in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” “he” is still very popular today, 2009, over at
Lucifer’s Publishing Company, NGO of the UN-dead.
Additionally, “he” is still
channeling whole books just like “he” did with “New” Age lovely Alice Bailey, founder
of UN-dead associated Lucifer’s Publishing Company (still operational today as Lucis
Trust). By the way, “he” is also associated with another UN-dead associated NGO
known as The Arcane School, just in case there was any doubt as to the nefarious links
from the “Angel of Light” to the UN-dead. Getting back, one example of “his” current
(2009) work is a book entitled “The Matter of Mind: An Explorer’s Guide to the
Labyrinth of the Mind” authored by “Master Djwhal Khul through Kathlyn Kingdon”.
This book “written in the classic Tibetan style” describes how “Master carefully outlines
the relation between karma and the mind…”
Besides this a simple Google search of “him” turns up hundreds of web sites both “New”
Agers and “conspiracy theorists”. One site that jumps out is MasterDK.com. Here are
some excerpts, right off the web site:
This Web site is dedicated to the spread of the present day teachings of the
Ascended Master Djwhal Khul, also known as the Tibetan, and to His students
simply as the Master DK.
The Master DK is very much involved with the planet at this time. He is
helping groups and individuals such as yourself to transform their lives as an aid
to the transformation of Earth.
That’s just the intro, let’s take a look at a little more:
Known affectionately as the Tibetan, Ascended Master Djwhal Khul is
one of the Masters of Wisdom. They are beings of great attainment, known in
much of the standard metaphysical works, particularly during the latter half of the
20th Century. Having worked through numerous channels, notably Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice Bailey, Master DK is well known to spiritual students the
world over.
Shortly before Alice’s death (1949) Master vacated physical form. In
1982, however, He again made contact with human realm through the medium of
voice channel, Janet McClure…Together, Teacher and channel have touched the
lives of countless spiritual seekers over the years, and continue to do so today.
In historical context, Confucius was an aspect of the Master DK, as was
Lao Tsu, the father of Taoism. Of biblical fame, He was Caspar, one of the three
wise men who sought the Christ child…By 1875, His spiritual journey was
complete…He chose to stay in physical form, thus anchoring into physical reality
His great Light for the sake of His students…

A Master Teacher in every respect, Master Djwhal Khul is dedicated to
helping all beings achieve enlightenment….He is a captivating story teller who
spins memorable parables which illuminate important spiritual truths…
To have access to such a Great Being is truly a profound privelege; yet it
is available to all who desire. (3, emphasis mine)
Enough said. Which god will YOU choose. “Master DK”, aka Lucifer, the angel of light
and his “hierarchy” or God, the real One and His angels?
Again for review check out my “circle of life” on the New Age page.
Now there’s a second half to this name, “Khul”. A Google search for “Khul” turns up
many of the same web sites for Djwhal Khul that were just reviewed. There are a couple
of hints, however. One incomplete Wikipedia page opens with this reference:
Khul is the southernmost of the three great continents of Titan. It is also known as
the Dark Continent and "the wasted birthplace of Chaos"[1]. (4)
Interestingly enough, aforementioned author Patrick Heron associates the Greek “Titans”
as that culture’s version or description of the giant Nephilim described in Genesis 6 as
discussed on Mystery, Babylon Section II previously. And the concept of order out of
chaos is the “scientific” foundation of the suckers ummm modern scientists like Richard
Dawkins and friends who buy into the “Big Bang” theory for the creation of the universe
(order) out of an explosion (disorder). But, as we’ll see in the Helana Blavatsky link, the
real “New” Agers and evolution types laugh at these fools since the REAL THEorY of
LIVEvolution talks about order out of societal chaos or the thinning out of the herd (i.e.,
the “imbecile majority”). This concept is reflected in the Phoenix (associated with a
certain bald eagle) arising out of the ashes.
Additionally, this passage was found in an article off raidersnewsnetwork.com:
Says Dr. Horn, “The book of Job may elucidate this idea when it says, “Dead
things are formed from under the waters…” (Job 26:5). The dead in this text are
Rephaim and the phrase “are formed” is from “chuwl”, meaning to twist or whirl
as in a double helix coil or genetic manufacturing” (5)
So here we have a word “chuwl” that is closely associated with “Khul” that implies the
concept of genetic alteration of human species with “fallen angels” or nephilim that was
discussed out in Section II. Again, on that very web site the very disturbing trend of
genetic manipulations and cross breeding that modern science is bestowing on us out here
in the “imbecile majority” is covered extensively. And of course Adolf Hitler was very
much into genetic manipulations (and genocide of the undesirables) as a way to achieve
his “Master Race”.
By the way, isn’t it “funny” how Hitler’s name pops up again and again not just here but
throughout this ENTIRE discussion by this “conspiracy theorist”.

Let’s review the associations of these two names discussed here.
Djwhal
Lucifer, Angel of Light
Tibetan Master
the Christ
Ascended Master from “The Cosmos” or “Kosmos”
Dragon
Osiris/Orion (the “Great” Pyramid at Giza and Illumination)
Dracula and RC Christian (to be covered in a separate link)
Khul
Chaos
Genetic engineering/cross breeding
Titans (giants or Nephilim)
Put this all together and we have…Satan. Is the Bible as the Word of a God who cannot
lie correct when it calls him “a liar and the father of him”? Or is the entire Bible from
Genesis to Revelation just a collection of fables and stories and another book of ancient
myths?
YOU decide.
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